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Greetings fellow DFC’ers...
The good news is, it’s October and the temps are starting to cool down. The bad 
news, the Javelina saw his shadow and that means there’s six more weeks of summer….
Trout bums were in attendance at our September meeting. A big crowd was on hand 
which included both seasoned members (I didn’t say old) and newbies. It was great to 
see a good mix in the crowd.

Thank you to our very own Steve Berry for an awesome presentation on Winter Fish-
ing in Arizona, who knew there are so many great places to fish in the winter?
This month's speaker is another DFC Trout Bum. Our VP Joseph Staller. Joe will be talk-
ing about his “Do It Yourself Alaska trip”. Judging by the fishing report, seeing how 

many of you went to Alaska, it must work.
Speaking of fishing, our annual outing with Project Healing Waters at The Links in Queen Creek was a 

success. A great time was had by all and numerous fish were caught. Lunch was delicious and the cama-
raderie was reat. Thanks to all the DFC members who were on hand to help our Vets. Thank you to all our 
Veterans for your service.

The annual trip to the San Juan was also a “BIG” hit. Key word big. All I will hint at is that a lot of fish were 
caught and one fish in particular received a lot of attention. I’ll leave the rest for the fishing report. Great 
job to Billy Wingo for hosting this superb trip.

We received an email from Dana Warnecke of AZGFD. She sends big thank you to DFC members for their 
help removing the elk enclosure at Canyon Creek.

See you at the meeting.
Tight lines,
Frank Schettino         

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,  
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

With prices for Alaska fishing trips often exceeding $1000/day, DFC V/P Trout Bum and confirmed cheapskate 
Joe Staller will discuss "Do It Yourself" options that can get the daily price down to  $175/day-and give you 

access to uncrowded, underfished waters, with big rainbows, grayling,  dolly varden and salmon.

DFC Club Meeting October 10, 2018

Let's d
o Alask

a

my way!

DFC, LARRY ALLEN 
brings home top medals at
World Flycasting Championships 
in August.
See page 7...Larry tells us all about it!
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To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

Editor's Notes 
an' Ramblings...
Yes…Once again most of my fly fishing now days are spent reading books. Not really a 
bad gig sitting in an armchair, cup of coffee (...good glass of wine doesn't hurt either) near 
by and never to worry about a crowded parking lot with the fellow fisherman stalking the 
near-by stream. I've kept myself busy practicing some target casting with a baitcasting 
rod and a light weight spinning rod using some tournament casting plugs Larry Allen set 

up for me.  However I do enjoy the club gatherings on Saturdays at Gilbert's McQueen Park along with fellow 
casters, and instructors. And, some of my time recently, has been illustrating a children’s book. So I keep busy 
touching base with all of our DFC Trout Bum friends through this newsletter.

Happily, I found time to obtain the book: “A Fly Fisher’s Life, (The Art and Mechanics of Fly Fishing),” by 
Charles Ritz. This was suggested by our Trout Bum buddy, Larry Allen, while I was at one of our Saturday Cast-
ing Club Meet-Up’s last year. Larry was helping me smooth out an old backcast habit, and, that I wasn’t giving 
myself a chance to hesitate and load the rod before I advanced the line forward. Larry and I talked some history 
of fly casters and he mentioned this book. Larry said it was an old book (…heck, I’m old too) but had some great 
stories and history of casting, rods, reels, fly fishing personalities, theories and such.

The book caught my interest right away and I found some nice stories among the pages. I’ve selected one, 
The Trout Cable Railway. The more I read this little story the more I liked it and in so doing I felt the urge to 
drop in a much needed illustration none of which were in this Ritz book. I think perhaps after you enjoy this 
story, (see page 3) you’ll wonder if by chance you too might see working this same method with one of your 
fishing buddies some time. (Would this then be poaching? Beware!)

I’ve also included some history of the mentioned fly, Tups Indispensable, in the story. Sort of an old 
recipe back in that time period, but the fly was reliably tied with such materials- hence the last part of 
the name- “…Indispensable” ... A fly that never should be left out of your fly wallet!  I’ve included a YouTube 
reference of modern materials to be tied for all of our fly tying Trout Bums at their bench.

Hope you enjoy The Trout Cable Railway story…And I hope to see you at one of our Saturday Casting Meet-
Up’s along with Larry Allen and Jim Sommercorn among other instructors willing to spend time to improve our 
casting skills!
R. McKeon, DFC Editor 
Catch me at: rmckeon2@cox.net

Dear Project Volunteers and Supporting Organizations,
Well the dust has settled after our busy weekend up at Canyon Creek 
and I'm contacting you to say THANK YOU!!  We could not have accom-
plished all that work without you!    The OW Ranch Manager, Larry Boe-
schling, and the Forest Service asked me to pass on a big Thank You as 
well!   One of the special things about Canyon Creek is the long history of 
partnerships and volunteerism.  It's a unique place in Arizona and worth 
our attention.   We had a great turnout with volunteers from  Desert Fly 
Casters, AZ Mule Deer Organization, the Mogollon Sportsman Associa-
tion, Payson Flycasters/Gila Chapter of Trout Unlimited.     We thank you 
for your organizational support!

All said and done, with your hard work we removed 6600 feet or 1.25 
miles of elk fencing and rebuilt a new livestock exclosure  fence (total 
of 6 miles or 31,680 feet of barbed wire!).     It took 4 large trailer loads 
to haul all the old wire to the recycle bin, not counting what the ranch 
manager, Larry kept.   Our Development Branch crew cut over 660 10-
foot t-posts to size with a grinder tool and  all the cut ends were  taken 
to our headquarters for reuse on other projects.    Then to top it off, we 
had to clip the new barbed wire fence to the t-posts, which meant hand 
pliers and twisting over 2640 times!   Plus, each t-post had a cap to put 
on!  Last and not least....a boy scout troop followed our work up this past 
weekend by hanging plastic bird deflectors on the new fence as a warn-
ing device to reduce bird/fence collisions and incidental mortality.   We 
consider this an important step, for an acclimation period, when install-
ing new fence that local wildlife may not see when traveling through.     

It goes without saying a project like this needs lots of hands to make 
it possible and your many hands ensured our success!  It was hard work.  
We thank you for your time, incredible energy and willingness to drive 
up to help out with our project on your own dime!   I hope you get back 
that way sometime soon to enjoy the fishing or just take in the beauty 
of the place!  

Kind Regards,  
Dana

Canyon Creek 
Elk Exclosure 
Deconstruction

DANA WARNECKE 
Habitat, Evaluation & Lands 
SpecialistArizona Game and Fish 
Department

Catch me, Dana at: 
dwarnecke@azgfd.gov

THANK YOU!
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The Trout Cable Railway
On the Salza, at the end of the Weichselden Lake, there is a dam at whose foot lies a big pool between 
two rock walls, with a narrow path on either side. There is no back space for casting. Nevertheless, 
from the right bank, it is possible to make short casts, since the rock wall slopes somewhat back-
wards. The pool was stuffed with grayling, common trout and a few rainbow trout, of which many 
were of large size.

The day after our arrival at Gschoder, I took Dr. René Toupet to the dam. It was two o”clock in the 
afternoon and the sluices were practically closed; they are opened every morning from ten to mid-
day to empty the lake and create a strong current to drift down the rafts of logs to Hieflau, the end 
of the Salza, where the railway is.

The fish were active. We took several grayling and trout. But the big fish were only rising in the 
centre of the pool, in the deep water. Impossible to reach them. We marked a trout which seemed to 
be the biggest. All our attempts ended in getting hung up behind or in breaking hooks against the 
rock or roof of the dam-keeper’s lodge.

Toupet, always perfectly calm, kept watching the trout which was swimming on the surface and 
gently sucking in all the insects passing in its vicinity. “René, if you want that trout, I think that be-
tween us we can take it, but the procedure is rather like poaching.”

I explained the plan.

“After all, what’s the harm? The attempt is worth it and we can always put the fish back!”

I went back to the car and brought back two rods and two multiplying reels. I joined the ends 
of the two lines and attached to them a strong cast with a big Tups.* Toupet with one of the rods, 
crossed the dam in the opposite path. I paid out my line and there we were, face to face, with a cable 
railway. We tightened the line and were ready. We had agreed that whoever was nearest the fish 
should strike and reel in the line, while the other would pay out.

As soon as the fly was near the trout, we tightened the line and dangled it temptingly without 
placing it on the water. Suddenly, the fish saw the fly and showed considerable interest. After two 
unsuccessful attempts at presenting the fly, the trout meanwhile constantly swimming in circles in 
search of insects, the Tups landed in the right place. The trout went slowly to it and took it delicately. 
A slight pull and a rainbow was in a position to appreciate for the first time the advantage of a cable 
railway!

Unfortunately, he fought very badly, being long and thin, certainly a sick fish: three pounds only 
instead of at least four and a half.

We kept it. At dinner that evening it was inedible.

In his Notes & Letters, 
Theodore Gordon had great 
praise for this fly. He 
particularly liked the 
'Tups' dubbing which he 
had sent to him from 
England. He used this 
dubbing on other 
patterns.

It can be fished dry when 
trout are feeding near 
the surface. It can also 
be useful in high 
summer when reduced 
water flow and high 
temperatures can make 
the trout very fussy.

Tying Instructions 
Don't panic! We use 
modern materials that are 
the same colour but not 
as smelly.

Hook: Size 16 up eye, dry 
fly hook. Thread: Yellow.
Tail: Honey dun or light 
blue cock hackle fibres.
Body: Mix white fur from 
a ram's testicle with 
lemon-coloured fur from a 
spaniel and cream seal's 
fur with a small amount 
of yellow mohair.
Hackle: Light-blue cock 
hackle freckled thickly 
with gold.

Using fur from the ram's 
testicle area wasn't 
even an original idea. 
The first use of this 
material goes to 
Alexander Mackintosh in 
the book The Driffield 
Angler, 1806. He sug-
gests, "Take a little 
fine wool from the rams 
testicles, which is a 
beautiful dusty yellow." 

TUP'S
INDISPENSABLE 

*

For the modern materials 
see this:

Tups Indispensable 
Dry Fly
Down By The River - 
Fly Tying Videos
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=-37JR6F_
Tco
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BILLY WINGO and the San Juan Annual Trip...
SAN JUAN TRIP - Fish of a lifetime, epic fishing trip for 
everyone.   Wish you had been there, make plans for next 
year.   Six out of ten of our fisherman said it was the best 
trip they had ever been on and they caught more fish than 
they ever caught on any trip.  Everyone said it was a great 
trip and a lot of fun.   Fish just seemed to eat everything 
and especially a bare red hook!   Beautiful weather, the 
guides were fun to fish with and put everyone on a lot 
of fish.   Personally, I caught the biggest wild trout I have 
caught, 26 inches and 12 - 13 lbs.   Four new fisherman 
could not understand how anyone that had been here be-
fore was not on this trip.  Our Healing Waters guys said it 
was the best trip they ever had, that is a great thing for the 
club to be involved in.  Don't miss next year.
Questions/Comments?  
Catch me, Billy Wingo at: billy.o.wingo@gmail.com
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Lees Ferry - NPS Invasive Species EA;  Comments Due 
October 11, 2018!

Hope that many of you were able to attend the Public Meet-
ings this last week at AZGFD Headquarters.  See the Article by 
Jim Strogen elsewhere in this Newsletter.  It has good informa-
tion on concerns and submitting comments.

AND a Huge THANKS! to Bob McKeon and Jim for getting 
the word about this whole process out to hundreds if not thou-
sands of Arizona anglers about the NPS EA.  If the proposed ef-
forts to control Invasives, especially Brown Trout, are not done 
carefully, the Blue Ribbon Lees Ferry Rainbow Trout Fishery 
could be seriously harmed.  Send in those comments!
<Canyon Creek - Elk Fencing Removal, and cow control

Thanks to all who helped remove more than Three big 
trailer loads of old elk fencing, and replace it with new cow 
fencing to protect the stream.  AZGFD is following up to make 
sure the new fencing is all complete and all cows are excluded 
from that area.
AZGFD Future Lakes and Streams Efforts

The AZGFD is moving ahead with White Mountain Lakes 
Foundation to put aerators in Luna Lake in the White Mtns as 
part of the Four Lakes Initiative this winter.  Likewise, AZGFD 
and Tonto National Forest are moving ahead to do stream res-
toration work on the East Verde. More details will be reported 
soon!  

Desert Fly Casters  • CONSERVATION CORNER • October, 2018

Questions/Comments?  • Catch, Joe Miller at: jamiller101@gmail.com
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Hopefully many of you had the opportunity to attend a public meeting on 
the National Park Service - Environmental Assessment for the Lees Ferry 
reach. There are many aspects to that plan, but the actions for controlling 
brown trout in that section of the river are of greatest interest to anglers. 
If you did attend a public meeting, I want to remind you that any ques-
tions or comments that you made in the meeting are not “counted” as an 
official comment unless you wrote it down and submitted it.

As responsible anglers who appreciate the balance that both the NPS 
and AZGFD are trying to manage with the task of protecting endangered 
and threatened species 60+ river miles downstream from the Blue Rib-
bon Rainbow Trout Fishery that they are also charged with protecting, we 
understand that it is difficult to satisfy both. Currently, humpback chub 
numbers are in good shape. The NPS desires to control brown trout which 
are highly piscivorous, and they feel are a threat to the protected fish 
downstream. That is the purpose of this EA.

There are several critical aspects of the EA that I want to share with 
you. The first involves a recent letter from Secretary of the Interior Zinke. 
His letter was sent out on September 10, 2018. The intent of that letter 
is for federal agencies to recognize the important role that states play in 
managing fish and wildlife. In fact, he directs federal agencies to submit 
their plans for changing the likely current dynamic that might favor the 
federal agencies on jointly operated lands to instead favor the state’s 
leadership. It remains unclear how these federal agencies will respond to 
the Secretary’s letter. This attitude is not currently reflected in the NPS 
EA, which to be fair was distributed to the public on September 11, 2018. 
There is wording in the document that notes final authority of the NPS on 
all decisions related to this EA which seems counter to the intent of the 
Secretary’s letter. Our experience with AZGFD has been extremely posi-
tive. AZGFD very much wants to take an active role in managing the fish 
resources in Grand Canyon National Park and Glen Canyon National Rec-
reation Area that they by law are charged with managing. This EA reduces 
their ability to do so.

The effect on this nationally and internationally famous Blue Ribbon 
Rainbow Trout Fishery from a fishing experience perspective, as well 
as the economic impact to the local economy seems discounted in the 
document. Actions like mechanical disruption of brown trout redds in 
tier 2, and mechanical removal of brown trout in tier 3 are considered by 
the NPS to have minimal impact on the fishing experience of anglers. The 
mechanical removal aspect of the plan calls for eight runs on both sides 
of the river, with each run taking 5 nights to complete. That means that 
40 nights of electroshocking would occur from November 1st - February 
28th if tier 3 is enacted.

The first tier of the plan is the most positive part of the plan. It relies on 
incentivized harvest of brown trout. It was added after angler concerns 
about the plan that was initially proposed in December went immedi-
ately to mechanical removal as the solution to controlling brown trout. 
As unappealing as catch and keep is for most of us, this is the best way to 
remove brown trout from the reach to avoid the harsher actions of tier 2 
and 3. The incentivized harvest details are still being developed, but there 

will be monetary compensation for brown trout caught in the reach that 
are turned in. There are plans to engage the guides and perhaps provide 
an opportunity during the slower part of their season for anglers specifi-
cally targeting brown trout.

This first tier is designed to last three years assuming success in im-
pacting the brown trout numbers before any other tier is utilized. My fear 
regarding this tier is twofold. First, we as anglers have to embrace this as 
a positive tool that will prevent more severe action tiers. Second, the NPS 
estimates of adult brown trout in the reach already are in excess of the 
trigger for tier 2 and the first part of tier 3. If they choose to move past 
tier 1 due to their stated final authority on such matters, I worry about the 
impact on our collective fishing experience in this Blue Ribbon Rainbow 
Trout Fishery.

If you did not attend one of the public meetings, you still have the 
opportunity to provide your thoughts on the plan in written form by 
October 11, 2018. It is very important that all responses are individually 
written and can not be construed by the NPS as being mass generated. 
Do not cut and paste, but you can certainly reference my article for ideas.

The following description from the NPS describes the process:
Submitting Comments on the EA We encourage you to download the EA 
and provide your comments on the proposed action and the assessment 
presented in the EA. To be most useful to the planning process, please 
submit comments no later than October 11, 2018.

There are three methods for submitting comments:
1) Submit comments electronically at: https://parkplanning.nps.gov/
Expanded_Nonnative (preferred method)
2) Submit written comments at an in-person public meeting (computers 
or notecards available)
3) Submit written comments by sending a letter to me:
ATTN: Kirk LaGory, Expanded Non-Native Aquatic Species Management 
Plan Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue—EVS/240, 
Argonne, Illinois 60439.

Comments will not be accepted verbally or by fax, email, or in any way 
other than those specified above. Bulk comments in any format (hard 
copy or electronic) submitted on behalf of others will not be accepted. 
Please include your full name and address and/or email address with the 
comments so we may add you to our mailing list for future notices about 
this process. You should be aware that your entire comment— including 
personal identifying information such as your address, phone number, 
and e-mail address—may be made publicly available at any time. While 
you can ask us in your comment to withhold your personal identifying 
information from public review, we cannot guarantee that we will be able 
to do so.
See the website for more details: 
https://parkplanning.nps.gov/Expanded_Nonnative

Lees Ferry Blue Ribbon Trout Fishery Update
Jim Strogen

Catch Jim Strogen at: jimstrog@gmail.com
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The World Flycasting Championships this last August incud-
ed 120 casters from 20 countries. The event was held in North-
ern England at Port Haverigg. I won Bronze in Trout Accuracy, 
Silver in 2 Hand Salmon Distance, Gold in Sea Trout Distance 
and Gold in Trout Distance ( a 5 weight which I cast 40 meters 
= 131 feet).

The USA team won 11 medals with 5 gold for the most gold. 
Norway and Sweden were next with twice as many competi-
tors but won 4 golds each.

Any additional information/comments regarding the World 
Flycaying Championships give me a shout at: Flatsman@cox.
net -or-see me at one of our DFC club meetings...and catch me 
at one of our Saturday Casting Meet-Ups at McQueen Park.
Larry Allen

Larry Allen brings home World Championship Casting Medals!
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Rocky Point in Sonora, Mexico 
October 31-November 4, 2018

Host: Vince (Mr. Rocky Point) Deadmond at vince@ajbest.com
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Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller

Programs- Mike Faulkinbury
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Website Administrator
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Member at Large

Dick Brooks, David Huang, 
Charlie Rosser, J.C. Roberson

David Weaver
Web Address Site

http://www.desertflycasters.com

WOW!!
Just a little something from
a San Juan DFC Trip!

Billy Wingo  • 
billy.o.wingo@gmail.com

Editor's Ramblings...
Holy Crap! What a fish... as seen, caught 
and posed for one of Billy Wingo's scrap-
books! Billy has a few other photos and 
some true fishermen in his San Juan story 
on page 5.

    So maybe one of you DFC Trout Bums 
can send me a favorite catch for a future 
issue.

...Good Catch, Billy
R.McKeon, Editor
rmckeon2@cox.net

The club has been doing this outing for over 50 years, and for good reason-great 
fishing, great food and great friends.  The club centers its activities at an RV park 
right on the beach, and if the tides are right, you can effortlessly drift with the cur-
rent fishing up the coast from the RV park to old town.  Stop in town for lunch and 
a cerveza, and ride the tide back to the RV park. Members can stay at the RV park 
(tenting or RV's) or stay next door at the motel, or rent a condo further down the 
beach. Required gear includes a good quality kick boat with oars, 7-8 wt rods, and 
350-400 grain fast sinking fly lines.  Lots of flies will work, but it is hard to beat a 
chartreuse and white Clouser, or pink shrimp flies.


